• 60 minute timeslot: the athlete must provide, for each
day during the following quarter, one specific 60-minute
time-slot between 6 am and 11 pm each day where the
athlete will be available and accessible for testing at a
specific location as outlined in clause 11.3.2 in the
International standard for testing. If circumstances
change so that the athlete will no longer be at that venue
or at that particular time he declared, the athlete must
update his whereabouts and provide a new location and/
or time he will be available at.
If an Athlete does not know, at the beginning of the quarter,
precisely what his/her whereabouts will be for each day in
the quarter, he/she must provide his/her best information,
based on where he/she expects to be at the relevant time(s),
and then update that information as necessary.

how do the athletes PRovide
the wheReabouts?

the NaDO uses aDaMs, waDa’s anti-Doping
administration and Management system, which has been
specifically designed so that athletes can enter information
about their location from anywhere in the world and at
anytime.
this system may also be used to process TUEs, as a doping
control platform for NaDOs and as an Information clearing
house where all data is stored.

The Athlete should update his/her whereabouts filing as soon
as possible after the whereabouts information provided in it
becomes outdated. While updating will be permitted until the
last minute, the Athlete should not wait until the last minute
to update his/her information unless that is unavoidable.
Updates can be made online and/or by SMS messaging.
Whereabouts Failures and Sanctions – Filing Failures and
Missed Tests
Filing Failure: a Filing Failure will be declared if:
• a whereabouts Filing has not been submitted to the NaDO
or inserted in aDaMs by the specified deadline.
• a whereabouts Filing does not contain the 60-minute time
slot where the athlete can be located for testing each day.
• a whereabouts Filing is inaccurate or incomplete.
Missed Test: a Missed test will be declared if the athlete is not
at the location he / she indicated during the specified 60-minute
time slot on the whereabouts Filing.
Any combination of three (3) whereabouts failures (Filing
Failures and Mixed Tests combined) within an eighteen (18)
month period will result in an Anti-Doping Rule Violation. The
related sanction is between minimum of 1 year and a maximum
of 2 years ineligibility, depending on the athlete’s degree of
fault. Aggravating circumstances may increase the
Ineligibility period to a maximum of 4 years.

the NaDO will grant controlled access to the athletes by
providing them with a username and password so that they
are able to log onto aDaMs through this secure link:
https://adams.wada-ama.org
this online system is efficient, user-friendly and can be
accessible 24/7 from anywhere where there is internet
access.

Anti-Doping Commission
Cottonera Sports Complex
Cospicua BML 9020
T: 2203 6200 | F: 2203 6200
E: antidoping@sportmalta.org.mt
www.sportmalta.org.mt/antidoping

uPdates
Where a change in circumstances means that an Athlete’s
current whereabouts filing is no longer accurate or
complete, such that it will not enable the NADO to locate the
Athlete for testing on a given day in the relevant quarter, the
Athlete must update the whereabouts filing so that the
information on ﬁle is again accurate and complete, or else
risk a Missed Test or other Anti-Doping Rule Violation
(International Standard for Testing Art. 11.4.2).
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what Is THE

RegisteRed
testing
Pool?
The Registered Testing pool is a list of elite or top
level athletes who meet the selection criteria
determined by the Anti-Doping Commission
(ADC) within the National Anti-Doping Organisation
(NADO) and who are subject to both InCompetition and Out-of-Competition testing.

which athletes should be
in the RegisteRed testing Pool?

the NaDO has the discretion to determine the size and makeup of its Registered testing Pool (RtP) that best meets the
needs of the sport over which it has anti-doping jurisdiction.
the aDC considers the following basic principles for
identifying the appropriate criteria for inclusion of athletes
in a Registered testing Pool as required by the International
standard for testing:
• athletes who compete regularly at a high level of
international competition
• athletes who are part of national teams in Olympic or
Paralympic or other sports of high national priority
• athletes who train independently but perform at
Olympic/Paralympic or world Championship level and
who may be selected for such events
the aDC may consider the following criteria for including
athletes from non-team sports in the RtP:
• Medal-winners from the most recent Olympic/
Paralympic Games, world Championships, Mediterranean
Games and Games of the small states of Europe.
• the top ranked athletes in each sport, discipline and/or
weight category.
• additional athletes from those disciplines and/or
weight categories where doping may result in enhanced
performance.
In team sports the following criteria may be considered for
inclusion in the RtP:
• Medal-winners from the most recent Olympic/
Paralympic Games and/or world Championships,
Mediterranean Games and Games of the small states of
Europe.
• some or all members of the national representative
teams that qualified for recent Major Championships.
• some or all members of the top-ranked teams according
to the International Federation’s official rankings.
the aDC makes the final decision on who is included in the
RtP based on the criteria for selection decided by the
Commission. the aDC may include those athletes under its
jurisdiction who have been included in an International
Federation’s Registered testing Pool, those athletes in

receipt of any form of government assistance including
athletes in the 20/20 scheme and athletes in the aFM scheme
and any other athletes competing or with the potential to
compete at the highest levels of national competition.
the following will also be considered for inclusion in the
NaDO’s RtP:
• athletes who are serving periods of Ineligibility (as outlined
in waDa Code article 10.11)
• athletes who retired while in the Registered testing Pool
and now want to return to competition (as outlined in Code
article 5.4a)
• any athletes under its jurisdiction that it wishes to target
for testing
Once the aDC has taken the decision about which athletes are
included in the RtP, such athletes will be notified immediately
of their inclusion in the RtP. the list of athletes in the
Registered testing Pool shall be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each listed athlete continues to meet the
necessary criteria.
THE NATIONAL ANTI-DOPING ORGANISATION IS NOT ABLE
TO DISCUSS WHY A PARTICULAR ATHLETE OR ATHLETES
HAS/HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN ITS RTP.

what is exPected
fRom athletes in the RtP?

• athletes must make themselves available for testing both
during competition and out of competition 24/7.
• since this type of testing may occur anytime, athletes must
provide whereabouts Information so that the NaDO is kept
up to date on their whereabouts. the NaDO will be
providing access to waDa’s anti-Doping administration
and Management system (aDaMs) to athletes in the RtP so
that the athletes are able to update the anti-Doping Unit
within KMs with their whereabouts information. the
athletes will be provided with training on how to submit
their whereabouts information through aDaMs.
• a submission of whereabouts information must be made
for each quarter of the calendar year by the last day before
the following quarter.
• athletes must apply for a tUE if they require any
medication which is listed in the Prohibited list to treat a
medical condition or illness.

notifYing an athlete of his
inclusion oR Release fRom
a RegisteRed testing Pool

the NaDO will notify each athlete designated for inclusion
in its Registered testing Pool of the following:
• the fact that he/she has been included in its Registered
testing Pool
• the whereabouts requirements with which he/she
must therefore comply
• the consequences if he/she fails to comply with those
whereabouts requirements.
• an athlete who has been included in the NaDO’s
Registered testing Pool shall continue to be subject to
the whereabouts requirements set out in this until he/
she has been given wRIttEN notice by the NaDO that
he/she is no longer designated for inclusion in its
Registered testing Pool.
athletes who have been included in an International
Registered testing Pool will be notified by the respective
International Federation of their inclusion in the
International Registered testing Pool and will be notified
by the same Federation should they no longer be included
in the International RtP.

what infoRmation must the
athlete PRovide?

• Residence: the athlete must provide, for each day in
the following quarter, the full address of the place
where he/she will be residing (i.e., sleeping overnight). If
circumstances change so that the athlete will be
residing at a different place on one or more nights, he/
she should update his/her whereabouts Filing to
identify where he/she will now be residing.
• Contact: A designated complete postal address,
emailing address and phone number.
• Regular Activities: the athlete must provide the name
and address of each location where he/she will train,
work or conduct any other regular activity during the
following quarter, as well as the usual time-frames for
such regular activities.
• Travel: a travel schedule must also be provided
including accommodation and training / competition
details. travel details must also be provided when the
athlete is travelling on holiday.

